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Introduction 
 
 The First Tee of Aiken (TFTA) is a nonprofit organization in Aiken, South Carolina. 

Reaching 12,000 youth throughout the county annually, the program teaches enrollees quality 

life skills and golf instruction, (The First Tee of Aiken, 2015). Youth may enroll in weekly class 

programs winter through summer as well as through Summer Camps held at Houndslake 

Country Club. Youth can also experience condensed lessons, (two to four weeks) through The 

First Tee National School Program that is delivered by physical education teachers in all twenty 

Aiken County Elementary Schools.  

 TFTA, operating year round, depends highly on volunteers. There are seven different 

positions available for volunteers to choose from, Assistant Coaches, Golf Buddies, League 

Assistants, Administrative, Special Events and Fundraising, National School Program Coach, 

and Booth and Banner.  

 TFTA has had a volunteer program in place since its formation. To help assess what 

continues to help TFTA have a successful volunteer program a Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) Analysis was conducted. A SWOT Analysis is a successful 

needs assessment framework for current program structure.  

Methodology  

 A SWOT Analysis analyzes the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of a 

program or organization. In The New Breed Jonathan McKee and Thomas W. McKee describe 

the appropriate structure of a SWOT Analysis. “…strengths and weaknesses should refer to facts 

or behavior INSIDE the organization; opportunities and threats are used for factors OUTSIDE 

that affect [a] organization in some way” (2012, p. 257).   
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Information for this analysis was gathered from TFTA’s website, informational 

documents and brochures provided by TFTA’s Executive Director Elizabeth S. Smith as well as 

interview questions and answers provided through email coorespondence with Ms. Smith, (See 

questions and answers in Appendix A). After review, the provided information allowed for the 

compiling and organizing of the program’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats into 

a four-square diagram.  

 

Results 

Strengths 

1. Diverse Culture 

2. Training 

3. Flexible Scheduling 

4. High Retention Rate 

5. Protocol/Safety 

6. Annual Assesments 

Weaknessess 

     1.   Recruitment Efforts 

2.   Lack of Volunteer Board  

3. Communication with Parents  

4. Limited Rewards 

5. Multi-Step Start Up  

Opportunities 

1. Partner with Colleges  

2. Partner with High Schools  

3. Community Awareness 

4. Parents can become volunteers  

5. Expand to other Golf Programs/Courses 

 

 

Threats 

1. Recruiting qualified volunteers 

2. Excuses, “I already gave too much” 

3. Lack of interest 

4. Lack of community awareness of 

volunteer opportunities 

5. Lack of program publicity  
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Analysis 

 In The Volunteer Recruitment (And Membership Development) Book Susan J. Ellis 

states, “Because our society is comprised of such a great variety of people, it is appropriate for 

organizations to reflect that mix” (2002, p. 109). One of TFTA’s many strengths is that they have 

a very diverse culture of volunteers. When asked about the diversity of TFTA, Execute Director 

Elizabeth Smith stated, “We do have a diverse culture of volunteers and strive for that, as our 

volunteers must reflect the young people we serve and our community as a whole.”  

Another strength within the volunteer program is the amount of training provided to 

volunteers. Before volunteers began their roles, each must attend a ninety-minute orientation to 

become familiar with the mission and core values of the program, and learn basic information. 

(The First Tee of Aiken, 2009, p. 6) Beyond the orientation they will also be provided training 

specific to the volunteer role they are filling. Volunteers also will shadow and observe paid staff 

members, and current volunteers, and complete online training programs.  

Two other strengths of the volunteer program are flexible scheduling and high retention 

rate. Volunteers are able to sign up when it is convenient for them. The length of time that they 

commit to the program is also flexible. The flexibility within the program helps to retain 

volunteers from month to month and year to year. According to Ms. Smith the retention rate for 

volunteers is seventy-eight percent. The high retention rate may also be coorelated to the many 

different opportunties and the ability to choose as they please. In Intrinstic Motivation at Work, 

Kenneth W. Thomas speaks on choice as a motivator, “Then a sense of choice means being able 

to do what makes sense to you to accomplish the purpose” (2009, p. 54). The ability to choose 

their position, and know that the choice they are making is postitvely working to accomplish the 

values of the organization will help to keep volunteers around.  
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Another strength is the aspect of saftey involved in the program. Every volunteer is 

required to go through a thorough background screening, two adults to every child is strictly 

enforced and all volunteers receive a multiple page handbook to educate them of the required 

conduct and protocols.  

One final strength is annual assesments of the program are conducted every year as well 

as assesments after each program session. Elizabeth Smith described what they call the Good-

Better-How assessment. After each session staff and volunteers come together and discuss, what 

was Good, what could be Better and How they are going to work to improve.  

Although TFTA has a very well run and strong volunteer program there are still areas 

that could use improving. Reccommendations for strengthing these weaknesses go hand in hand 

with opportunties that are present. The only recruitment efforst they have are by word of mouth, 

past volunteers and the program website. If you don’t vist their website or know someone 

involved with the program than you may never know of the volunteer opportuntiies that are 

present. A great opportunity for recruitment expansion would be to reach out to the local 

college’s and high. College and High school students often need volunteer hours and knowing 

that there is a great organization out there for them would make for a great community 

connection.  

Another weakness is the lack of a volunteer board. Elizabeth Smith, the executive 

director seems to be the only prominent person involved in the volunteer program. Having a 

volunteer board in place could help with recruitment efforts and also allow the director to focus 

more on the overall program. Ellis states, “At least annually the board should be asked to identify 

places and ways to spread the word about volunteer openings” (2002, p. 104). TFTA is already 

present in all Aiken elementary schools, which presents the opportunity for a greater community 
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awareness. If a volunteer board was present board members could hold presentations and events 

at the schools for recruitment.  

Parents are not allowed to be involved directly with volunteers that are working with their 

children, which means that volunteers have little to know communication about the program with 

the families and communities that they are serving. Volunteers can however train parents to 

bcome fellow volunteers.  

Though volunteers are rewarded for their work at TFTA, all rewards have to do inside 

resources. They receive a volunteer banquent, and free rounds of golf and that is about it. I 

believe that a great opportunity for program expansion could be tied in with outside rewards. For 

example if volunteers earned green fees at other courses in the area it could open up doors for 

expanding the entire TFTA program and volunteer program to neighboring golf courses and in 

turn impact even more youth in Aiken.  

One last weakness that may impact the program is the steps involved to get started with 

volunteering. Many times people just want to show up and help where they are needed and that is 

all. Volunteering with TFTA is almost like a fully committed paying job. There is a lot of 

communication, paperwork and quality training involved before you can ever start volunteering. 

This may turn some people off from the process. A sugguestion would be to present 

opportunities for as needed day sign-up volunteers, meaning not for the day to day sessions but 

for there are big events at the golf course.  

Every volunteer program also has threats that can affect the organization. Threats to 

TFTA include, recruitment of qualified volunteers, excuses, lack of interest, lack of community 

awareness, and lack of publicity. TFTA does not require you to know about golf to volunteer for 

the program, which would seem to present the issue of volunteers not being very qualified to 
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volunteer there. There may come a time where there is a lack of volunteers because people make 

the excuse of already giving too much, or they have volunteered enough and are done. If that 

does happen threats of lack of interest in a golf centered program, not being aware of the 

volunteer opportunities present and simply low publicity of the program as a whole could impact 

the number of volunteers within the program.  

In conclusion, there are many different aspects that go into the running of a successful 

volunteer program. A SWOT Analysis allows for easy organization of the positive and negative 

aspects of the current structure that are currently impacting a volunteer program such as the one 

present at The First Tee of Aiken. This organized design allows helps with assessing the needs of 

a program and recommendations and suggestions for improvement can be made.  
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Appendix A 

Email Correspondence with Elizabeth S. Smith; Executive Director of The First Tee of Aiken 
 
1. Are there any specific weaknesses within the volunteer structure that you all are working to 
fix?  
 
No, our volunteer structure and program are strong. We have a 78% retention rate. We are 
always working to recruit new volunteers, continuously educate our volunteers and reward them. 
You can see the structure and breakdown in attached TFTA Coach Department Org Chart (as we 
call all volunteers coach). 
 
2. Do you conduct any assessments of the volunteer program?  
We do conduct assessments of our volunteer program as a whole annually as we plan for the next 
year. We conduct a session assessment after each session to evaluate the Good-Better-How of 
that session (in The First Tee world we use Good-Better-How’s all the time to discuss what was 
good, what could/can be better and how we can do that). 
 
3. Do you have a certain wait to retain volunteers or do you welcome turnover?  
See attached TFTA Coach Department Org Chart. Turnover is welcome and part of life, which 
we plan for and expect. 
 
4. Do you have a policy/handbook for your volunteers, (and could I possibly see one?)? 
See attached 
 
5. Do you have a diverse culture of volunteers?  
We do have a diverse culture of volunteers and strive for that, as our volunteers must reflect the 
young people we serve and our community as a whole. 
  
In regard to our volunteer program, it is something we have worked extremely hard to achieve 
one of the highest quality volunteer programs, with amazing volunteers as we know that their 
impact on the lives of the young people we serve is profound, life changing and therefore, it, and 
they, must be amazing. So, as you can tell hopefully, we take it very seriously and work in all 
ways to strive for the upmost excellence.  
	
	
	
	
 


